
Easter egg 

10 FUN EASTER
TASKS

CAN YOU FIND ALL
TH EGGS?

AND AFTER THAT...
YUMMY FOOD!
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EXPLANATION

Nice that you have requested this Easter Egg Search game. Your child or children are going to
have 10 fun tasks to find the Easter eggs in a different way this year. All you need are the
Easter eggs and a few small materials (see the tasks themselves). 

For each assignment, the children will be given a piece of paper with the assignment on it. So
you don't need to print the explanations in this document, but you do need to print the
assignments themselves (bottom few pages, you adapt them yourself). If you don't have a
printer, you can write down the assignments on a piece of paper yourself.

Of course it is nice if you have 10 envelopes to put the assignments in. Otherwise, you can also
staple or fold the assignments and write numbers on them. 

They start with assignment 1. If you have more than 1 child, put down as many Easter eggs per
task as there are children. They can search together, but you can also decide that they can play
this game in turns. Of course, you decide whether to hide the Easter eggs in the house or
somewhere outside (e.g. in a garden). Have fun with the preparations and afterwards with the
children who will enthusiastically start looking.

Happy Easter!

Richard & Marjolein
Playgroupgame.com

http://playgroupgame.com/


You use your phone (or a camera) to
take a very zoomed-in picture of
part of an attribute in the house. 

For example, like the picture of a
plant. 

You give the children assignment 1
(see further in this document) which
states: 'I'm near here' and where
they can see a picture, which you
take and print (or if you don't have a
printer, you can show the picture on
your phone). 

Picture

T A S K  1

The photo we chose is pretty easy. You have to judge for yourself how difficult it should
be. A 3-year old child obviously needs easier tasks than someone aged 11. 

Now the children can use the picture and the piece of paper to look for the Easter egg(s).
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In task 2, the children must first
guess a description of an attribute
and then search around it. On the
card it says: I am at exactly ... metres
(you have to fill in the number of
yards/inches/metres yourself with a
pen. 

You can also choose the number of
steps, which is sometimes easier for
children, but you have to guess how
big a step is for them) from ...... (and
then you enter a description of an
attribute in the house.) For example,
the fridge. Then you fill in: from a
place where it is very cold in the
house.

Making steps 
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I am at exactly 3metres from a placewhere it is very coldin the house.
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In this task, the children have to follow a
route with directions to find the eggs. 

You first give them a map where they
can find number 1. It says: number 1
looks (for example) outside in the
bathroom. The children find number 1
there (a number on a tightly folded piece
of paper). And they open it. 

It says (for example): I really had to pee
(a piece of paper lies folded up on the
floor in the toilet). There is number 2. 

You continue like this until you reach
paper 5. And write down: the egg is
hidden, ....steps away from me.

The route 
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In this task, the children will follow a
route through the house (or outside)
with the Easter Bunny (see a sample
image below) to find the Easter egg.
The Easter Bunny gives directions. So
decide your starting point of the route
and where the Easter egg will be
hidden.

Then print out as many Easter bunnies
as you need and use tape to stick the
Easter bunnies in places, creating a
route. 

Easter bunny
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We have Easter bunnies pointing left, right, up and down. You use up and down if you want
them to go up or down stairs. 

The last Easter bunny has no direction, but you write a number on it. It means that the eggs
are that many yards/metres or steps away from this Easter bunny.
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In task 5, they get a description of an attribute in the house. You hide the Easter egg(s) close to
that attribute.

I was very cold this

morning.

I tried to press the bell

but I couldn’t reach it.

When will you open the

door?

The description
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Example: Easter eggs at the
front door.

Who has so manyclothes?
But what a mess,everything is stuffed in

there.
And....bah... how it stinks

in here.

I'm just waiting to go to

school.

I'm in a (colour-coded)

container.

There are bread crumbs

here.

Example: in the laundry basket
(here you have to help the children with this
when they are a bit younger, but if they are 10
and 11 years old, you can let them think for a
while).

Example: school lunch box
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In task 6, you put Easter eggs in a book or behind a book.
In a book is obviously the most fun. If you have a thick book that you no longer use, cut a small
hole in the pages of the book with a sharp knife, where you put the egg. Then close the book
and instruct the children: 'I love to read'. You then put all the books together (of course, if you
have books in a bookcase, this is even easier, because then they have to search there).

If you don't have a thick book, just hide the eggs somewhere in the bookcase.

Book

T A S K  6
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In this task, the children get to ask 5
questions about the place where the
egg(s) are hidden. They should
deliberate/think carefully about what
to ask, as they only have 5 questions.
And.... you can only answer yes or no.

If they are small children, you will have
to help them a bit, because a question
like: is it in this closet, is probably not a
very good question.

A better question is, for example: are
the eggs inside?

5 questions
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In this task, you put a dice somewhere
in the house and it’s position is
important, because the number of pips
on top, is the number of yards/metres
(or steps) the children still have to go,
once they have found the dice. 

Do place the dice somewhere visible in
the house (i.e. not in a cupboard). 

Dice
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In this task, they don't have to search for the Easter eggs, but you will do the shell game. I.e.
you take 3 cups and put them upside down. You put an Easter egg underneath one cup and
nothing underneath the other two. Then you slide the cups back and forth. Then they have to
guess under which cup is the Easter egg. If they get it right (and of course you make sure they
get it right), they get the egg.

Shell game
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Letter = Letter Letter = Letter

A = D N = Q

B = E O = R

C = F P = S

D = G Q = T

E = H R = U

F = I S = V

G = J T = W

H = K U = X

I = L V = Y

J = M W = Z

K = N X = A

L = O Y = B

M = P Z = C

In this final task, they are given a text that you code using the table below. So for example, the
word: 'EGG' becomes BDD, so the children can easily decode it. The coding table (which you
see below) is also included with the assignment. You have coded the text where they can
eventually read where the egg or eggs are hidden. But first they have to find the coding table.

And that's in the description. So for example: you will find me underneath the bed.
Then they find the coding table under 1 of the beds in the house and then they are going to
decode the text. When they have done that, they will find the Easter egg.

Secret language

T A S K T  1 0
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‘I'm near here'

Tasks for the children

A N S W E R  S H E E T  

Task 1

Task 2
Find this thing first:

- ............................... 
- ....................................
- ....................................

I am exactly ..... yards / ...... steps away from this thing.

Task 3
Number 1 ..............................................
Number 2 ..............................................
Number 3 ..............................................
Number 4 ..............................................

The egg is hidden ... steps away from me.



Task 4
Follow the Easter Bunny, it will show you the way. There is a number on the last Easter bunny.
That's how many metres/steps away from that Easter bunny, you have to search. 

Task 5
- .............................................
- .............................................
- .............................................

Task 6
I love reading. 

Task 7
You may only ask 5 questions, but these are only YES or NO questions.
After those questions, you will hopefully know where your Easter egg is.

Think carefully about what you ask. It is smart to ask something like: is it inside? And if it is
inside. Is it downstairs? Good luck!

Task 8
Find the dice in the house. The number at the top of the dice, is the number of steps you need
to take to find the egg.

Task 9
Do you know underneath which cup the Easter egg is, when the cups are moved? Then you
can have the egg.

Task 10
Find the Secret Language Code Maker. Find..................................................................

The sentence you have to solve is: ....................................................................................



Letter = Letter Letter = Letter

A = D N = Q

B = E O = R

C = F P = S

D = G Q = T

E = H R = U

F = I S = V

G = J T = W

H = K U = X

I = L V = Y

J = M W = Z

K = N X = A

L = O Y = B

M = P Z = C

Secret Language Code Maker



Below are the Easter Bunnies you can use for the route.




